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ABSTRACT

Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) architectures are nowadays common for running High-Performance Computing (HPC) applications. In such architectures, several distinct physical memories are assembled to create a single shared memory. Nevertheless, because there are several physical memories, access times to these memories are not uniform depending on the location of the core performing the memory request and on the location of the target memory. Hence, threads and data placement are crucial to efficiently exploit such architectures. To help in taking decisions about this placement, profiling tools are needed. In this work, we propose NUMA MeMory Analyzer (NumaMMA), a new profiling tool for understanding the memory access patterns of HPC applications. NumaMMA combines efficient collection of memory traces using hardware mechanisms with original visualization means allowing to see how memory access patterns evolve over time. The information reported by NumaMMA allows to understand the nature of these access patterns inside each object allocated by the application. We show how NumaMMA can help understanding the memory patterns of several HPC applications in order to optimize them and get speedups up to 28% over the standard non optimized version.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Because symmetric memory architectures do not scale up with the number of cores, modern multicore architectures have non-uniform memory access (NUMA) properties: a given core accesses some memory banks faster than other banks. Typically, one finds two levels of addressable memory: one core may access a local memory really fast, or access a remote memory via an interconnect at some extra cost in time. A set of cores together with its local memory is named a NUMA node.

From the programs’ perspective, this type of hardware requires to decide the locality of data and threads. Clearly, as many memory accesses as possible should be local to decrease there latency. But applications may comprise a large number of threads and many data dependencies between these threads. This is particularly true for High-Performance Computing (HPC) applications. It is then often not possible to avoid remote memory accesses when threads are sharing data as it would be highly inefficient to execute all threads on the same core, or even on cores on the same NUMA node.

As the number of threads and the amount of shared data increase, deciding the placement of data and threads also requires to take into account contentions that may appear on shared resources. When such contentions occur, it has been shown that interleaving memory pages on all the NUMA nodes is an efficient solution [16].

Recent results also show that NUMA architectures are asymmetric [21]: accesses from a core on a node A to a bank on node B may have performances completely different from accesses from a core on node B to a bank on node A. Moreover, the documentation of processors actually lacks details about this kind of characteristics and the programmer is thus left with trying out different combinations and infer system-level performance characteristics for application.

NUMA architectures are very complex indeed and they differ very much from one another. They have different numbers of nodes, different memory latencies, bandwidths and sizes, different symmetry models. As programmers are not likely to know those architectural details, we cannot expect them to port applications from one architecture to another and take the full benefits of the new architecture in terms of performance. On the other hand, hardware platforms are generic and cannot be expected to take specific applications needs into account. Hence, tools should be provided to help the programmer decide the locality of data and threads.

In the context of HPC, most applications have similar memory access patterns from one execution to another. Thus, by analyzing the memory access pattern of an application, a developer can figure out how data and threads should be placed on a given NUMA system in order to maximize local memory access and to reduce the memory contention on the NUMA
nodes. Determining the memory access pattern of an application can be done by analyzing its source code. However, this task may be tedious for large applications, and it is hard to grasp the impact of each memory object on the performance: some objects are rarely accessed and improving their locality is worthless, while some objects are accessed often and their placement have a significant impact on the overall performance of an application. Thus, memory profiling tools are needed to help understanding these pattern, and to guide the decision of locality of data and threads.

In this paper, we propose NUMA MeMory Analyzer (NumaMMA), a tool allowing to understand in details the memory access patterns of an application. NumaMMA first uses hardware capabilities to gather a memory trace. This trace is then processed offline in order to assess the cost of memory accesses to every object of the application and to know how threads access different parts of these objects. Understanding memory access patterns inside objects is crucial in the context of HPC applications because they often only access to few very large objects a huge number of time. We then make the following contributions:

- we propose an open-source tool\footnote{https://github.com/numamma/numamma} able to report how memory access patterns inside objects evolve over time;
- we combine this reporting with an efficient trace collection mechanism based on hardware sampling;
- we provide developers with original visualization means of these memory access patterns;
- we show that this information can be used for defining a placement strategy that improves the performance of applications by up to 28%.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details related work. Section 3 then explains the contributions we make. Section 4 evaluates experimentally NumaMMA. Section 5 concludes and gives perspectives on this work.

2 RELATED WORK

With the increasing number and complexity of NUMA machines, the placement of thread and data in these machines has gained strong focus in the last decades. When targeting NUMA machines, threads and data placement must first limit the number of remote memory accesses. Second, it must ensure there is no contention on shared resources such as the interconnect network allowing any core to access any memory bank. Threads and data placement is generally handled either explicitly by the programmer at the application level or automatically at runtime by the operating system providing any core to access any memory bank. Threads and data placement is generally handled either explicitly by the programmer at the application level or automatically at runtime by the operating system.

In particular, the memory access patterns of an application may not be the same for different objects and thus a global policy cannot be efficient. Also, these memory access patterns may evolve over time. As a result, the placement of a memory page may become misfit. The Solaris operating system offers the next-touch policy \cite{3} that takes a memory page already allocated and migrates it in order to improve its locality with the thread that uses it. Integration of this next-touch policy into the Linux kernel has also been proposed \cite{18,20}. Starting from version 3.8 released in 2013, the Linux kernel also provides NUMA memory balancing \cite{1}. This feature relies on periodically unmapping pages and later trapping a page fault to detect which thread access which memory.

Solutions have been proposed to improve the basic policies provided by standard operating systems. Several of the proposed solutions rely on hardware performance counters \cite{8,11,15}, or on custom hardware extensions \cite{9} that are used to sample memory accesses. This sampling provides an insight about memory access patterns of the application. Based on this profiling information, pages and threads are then moved to increase memory locality and to avoid contention on the interconnect. Other solutions rely on the compiler providing information that can be used to infer memory access patterns before deciding where the data should be allocated \cite{12}. Finally, some solutions rely on the knowledge of the affinity between OpenMP threads to improve the locality of threads and data: the threads that belong to the same OpenMP team are likely to access the same memory regions, and grouping them improves the locality \cite{7}.

All these solutions rely on runtime heuristics. The quantity of information that can be processed is thus limited so as to limit the overhead on the application's performance. This is a major difference with our approach where profiling is performed offline: we can build much more precise performance metrics that can be used to take better placement decisions.

2.1 Runtime Placement

Runtime mechanisms for placing threads and data are required in contexts where applications are not known. In this case, the operating system \cite{3,9,11,12,15,18}, or the runtime system between the operating system and applications \cite{7,8}, is responsible for deciding where to allocate data in memory and on which core to execute which thread.

General purpose operating systems provides two main global policies regarding memory allocation. By default, Linux allocates all the memory pages of an application in the NUMA node where the first thread accessing it is running. This is the first-touch policy. Linux also offers the interleaved policy, where all the pages of an application are allocated in a round-robin fashion among all NUMA nodes. While being effective in some situations, these two global policies are not efficient at all for applications having complex memory access patterns. In particular, the memory access patterns of an application may not be the same for different objects and thus a global policy cannot be efficient. Also, these memory access patterns may evolve over time. As a result, the placement of a memory page may become misfit. The Solaris operating system offers the next-touch policy \cite{3} that takes a memory page already allocated and migrates it in order to improve its locality with the thread that uses it. Integration of this next-touch policy into the Linux kernel has also been proposed \cite{18,20}. Starting from version 3.8 released in 2013, the Linux kernel also provides NUMA memory balancing \cite{1}. This feature relies on periodically unmapping pages and later trapping a page fault to detect which thread access which memory.

Solutions have been proposed to improve the basic policies provided by standard operating systems. Several of the proposed solutions rely on hardware performance counters \cite{8,11,15}, or on custom hardware extensions \cite{9} that are used to sample memory accesses. This sampling provides an insight about memory access patterns of the application. Based on this profiling information, pages and threads are then moved to increase memory locality and to avoid contention on the interconnect. Other solutions rely on the compiler providing information that can be used to infer memory access patterns before deciding where the data should be allocated \cite{12}. Finally, some solutions rely on the knowledge of the affinity between OpenMP threads to improve the locality of threads and data: the threads that belong to the same OpenMP team are likely to access the same memory regions, and grouping them improves the locality \cite{7}.

2.2 Offline Placement

Over the years, many works have focused on collecting memory traces in order to analyze them offline. These solutions differ in the way they collect memory access information, in
the way they process this information and in the way they use it ultimately.

2.2.1 Collecting Memory Traces. Multiple solutions have been proposed for collecting memory traces. Memory accesses can be captured by simulating the execution of an application [10]. However, the simulating time is prohibitive, which prevents from using this approach on most applications.

Another solution consists in instrumenting the application binary with tools like Pin [24] so that each instruction that reads or writes data is recorded [5, 13, 28, 30]. While the overhead caused by the instrumentation is reduced compared to the simulation approach, it still causes the application to run up to 20 times slower than the non-instrumented version. This prevents from using this solution on large applications.

A third approach is to leverage the memory sampling capabilities provided by the hardware. Modern processors implement hardware-based monitoring systems (such as Intel PEBS, or AMD IBS) that periodically save information about the instruction being executed. This mechanism can be used for collecting the memory addresses that are accessed [17, 19, 22, 23, 25–27, 31]. Since only some of the instructions are collected, this approach is less precise than instrumentation but more efficient. Also, the collection of a single sample is more efficient than instrumentation because it is done by the hardware. Collecting a sample with Intel PEBS only requires 200 to 300 nanoseconds [2]. The impact on the application performance is thus small. This approach is thus applicable on large applications. Also, compared to the approach based on binary instrumentation, hardware-based sampling allows to record the the level in the memory hierarchy (L1, L2, ...) that served an access along with the latency of the access.

2.2.2 Existing Tools for Thread and Data Placement. Molina da Cruz et al. propose an automatic placement tool [10]. This tool relies on simulation to trace all memory accesses. It then builds a complete graph representing the amount of communication between threads. A partitioning algorithm is then applied on the graph to know which threads should be put close together.

Song et al. proposed an automatic solution, for thread placement only, using binary instrumentation to collect traces [30]. Their solution also builds a graph representing the amount of communication between threads. It then applies a partitioning algorithm on this graph to decide where threads should be placed. Numalize [13] also relies on binary instrumentation to perform automatic threads and data placement. For threads placement, Numalize uses a graph representing the amount of communication between threads. Partitioning is done using that graph. For data placement, Numalize computes high level metrics at application level. Compared to other solutions, Numalize is the only one taking the time dimension into account. Said differently, Numalize computes threads and data placement for different execution phases of the application.

Tabarnac [5] is another tool relying on binary instrumentation. Tabarnac offers visual representations allowing to inspect how threads access internal pages of large objects. These representations are global to the entire execution of the application, they do not include time information. RTHMS [28] uses binary instrumentation for collecting memory access patterns on objects on a machine whose memory is heterogeneous such as the Intel Knight Landing architecture. In such machines, objects are either allocated on the fast but small memory, or on the slow but large memory. RTHMS then analyzes the collected data in order to decide where to allocate the objects, based on their expected impact on performance computed from the number of accesses, the life span and the read/write frequency.

Because simulation and binary instrumentation have a huge impact on performance, many tools have been proposed that rely on hardware sampling mechanisms [17, 19, 22, 23, 25–27, 31]. The work by Marathe et al. [25, 26], targeting Intel Itanium architectures, proposes an automatic page placement that allocates pages on the NUMA node where they are most used or on the node that will minimize the total cost of all its accesses. Memphis [27] and MemProf [19], both targeting AMD processors, provide NUMA related information to the programmer in a data-centric view, that is using objects of the application. For each object in the application, they report the total number and costs of remote memory accesses. No information about the distribution of accesses inside an object is reported. MemAxes [17], one of the most advanced visualization tool for pinpointing NUMA effects, focuses on providing information related to the application along with standard metrics on memory accesses. This is done with the help of the programmer who must instrument her application to give information to the tool. Also, similarly to Memphis and MemProf, MemAxes does not provide any visual information about the distribution of accesses inside large objects. Finally, HPCToolkit [22, 23] also reports information about NUMA effects over the application. Its main contributions are global metrics allowing to identify whether or not changing the data placement could lead to performance benefits along with a data-centric reporting of memory accesses. HPCToolkit also reports some information about memory accesses inside large objects. Nevertheless, this information only contains the minimum and maximum addresses inside the object accessed by each thread.

3 NUMAMMA

In this section, we present NumaMMA, a memory profiler that captures the memory access pattern of threads on objects in memory. The approach consists in executing an application offline, retrieving useful information about memory accesses, and providing this information to the application developer. She can then use this information to optimize the placement of threads and data.

During the profiled execution of the application, NumaMMA collects information on the dynamic allocations as well as on global variables. NumaMMA uses the sampling features provided by the hardware to collect samples of the memory accesses performed by the application threads. Relying on hardware memory sampling allows to capture the application behavior without prohibitive overhead.
After the execution of the application, NumaMMA searches for the memory object accessed by each collected sample and computes statistics on each object. Once all the samples are processed, NumaMMA reports statistics on the memory objects most accessed by the application. These statistics can be used by the application developer in order to tune the placement of the threads and data.

In this section, we first describe how memory access samples are gathered. Second, we describe how information on memory objects is collected. Then, we describe how samples are matched with memory objects and which statistics are computed. Finally, we describe how NumaMMA reports information about memory accesses to the user.

3.1 Collecting Samples
Modern processors implement sampling mechanisms able to collect information on executed instructions with a low overhead. Intel provides Precise Event-Based Sampling (PEBS) while AMD provides Instruction Based Sampling (IBS). When sampling, the CPU periodically records information on the instruction that is being executed in a dedicated memory location and notifies the software through an interrupt. With PEBS, it is possible to configure the hardware to only sample memory reads and/or memory writes. To limit the overhead of the sampling, it is also possible with PEBS to collect several samples before notifying the software.

During the profiled execution of the application, NumaMMA uses `numap` [29] for collecting memory samples. Note that `numap` currently only supports Intel PEBS, but it could be extended to other sampling mechanisms such as AMD IBS. Also note that Intel microarchitectures prior to Sandy Bridge (2011) only support the sampling of read accesses. The precision of the information gathered through sampling will thus depend on the profiling capabilities offered by the hardware platform used. Each memory sample is composed of:

- the type of the access, that is read or write;
- the identifier of the thread that executes the access;
- the time at which the sample has been taken;
- the address accessed by the instruction;
- which part of the memory hierarchy was accessed, that is L1/L2/L3 cache or local memory or memory located on a remote NUMA node;
- the cost of the memory access, that is the latency.

`numap` records samples in a dedicated memory buffer. When this buffer is full, the recording of samples is stopped. Thus, NumaMMA needs to collect and flush the sample buffer regularly so as not to lose samples. To that end, when the application calls an allocation function (such as `malloc` or `free`), NumaMMA stops recording samples, copies the collected samples to an other location that will be analyzed `post-mortem`, and resumes recording samples. However, samples may still be lost if the application does not call allocation functions regularly. To mitigate the loss of samples, NumaMMA can also set an alarm to periodically collect samples. The usage and impact of this parameter is discussed in Section 4.

3.2 Identifying Memory Objects
In order to find the memory object accessed by a sample, NumaMMA collects information on dynamic allocations as well as on static objects, that is global variables. For each memory object, NumaMMA stores the base address of the object and its size, the allocation timestamp, and the de-allocation timestamp. Memory objects are stored in a binary tree ordered by the object address.

Dynamic allocations are tracked by overloading the main memory allocation functions: `malloc()`, `realloc()`, `calloc` and `free()`. When the application allocates an object, NumaMMA intercepts the function call using the `LD_PRELOAD` mechanism, and stores information on the allocated objects. For dynamic objects, NumaMMA also collects information on the allocation call sites, that is the function and the line at which the object was allocated.

NumaMMA collects information on static objects at the application start up. It reads the list of symbols in the ELF file, and searches for global variables and the corresponding size and offset. NumaMMA then determines at which address the ELF file is loaded in order to compute the address of the variable in the current address space. This computing step is required for code compiled in a position independent way.

3.3 Processing Samples
After the execution of the application, the collected samples are processed in order to identify the memory object corresponding to each sample. To do so, NumaMMA browses the binary tree that contains the memory objects and searches for an object whose address range includes the address reported in the sample.

Because of the dynamic allocation, several memory objects may match an address. This happens when the application allocates with `malloc` an object \( o_1 \), `free` it, and allocates another object \( o_2 \). In this case, `malloc` may allocate \( o_2 \) at the same address `addr` as \( o_1 \). Thus, when searching for the object that corresponds to address `addr`, NumaMMA will identify both \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \). Thus, NumaMMA also compares the timestamp of the sample with the allocation and free dates for \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \). Also, this implies that nodes of the binary tree recording memory objects are lists of objects (all allocated at the same address) and not a single object.

Once the memory object that matches a sample is identified, NumaMMA updates the following counters associated to the object:

- the number of read/write accesses;
- the number of read/write accesses to/from a remote NUMA node;
- the total read/write accesses cost.

These counters are computed both globally and in a per-thread basis. Since multiple threads may access different portions of a single object, and we are particularly interested in understanding how, NumaMMA also computes these counters for each memory page, 4 KiB by default or 2 MiB when using huge pages.
3.4 Reporting Memory Access Information

After all the samples are processed, NumaMMA outputs several results. All the outputs of NumaMMA can be either global, that is including read and write accesses, or specific to read or to write accesses. First, NumaMMA prints the list of memory objects along with their accumulated counters. By default, the list is sorted by the total number of accesses, but this can be changed to sort by the total memory cost. Also, NumaMMA groups in this list the objects that have been allocated at the same call site. There counters are summed and they are reported as a single object. This choice is motivated by the fact that changing the allocation at the call site will change the placement of all the objects allocated at this call site. This list of objects provides application developers with useful information on which objects are the most likely to affect the performance of the application.

For each object, NumaMMA textually reports the number of detected memory accesses per page and per thread. This information can also be reported in a graphical way using a communication matrix, as shown in Figure 1. This matrix shows which thread accesses to which memory page. The color indicates the number of accesses. In this example, thread #0 mainly accesses pages from 0 to 1000 and from 4200 to 5100, while thread #1 mostly access pages 1000 to 1800 and from 5100 to 6000. From this graph it is clear that threads only access specific sub-parts of the main_flt_mem object. Using this information, we may decide to place the threads that work on the same memory pages on the same NUMA node. Memory pages could also be bound to NUMA nodes according to the thread access pattern.

NumaMMA also textually reports, for each object, the list of samples that were matched with the object. This provides more detailed information on an object, including the time dimension. Figure 2 shows how NumaMMA can report this information graphically. This plot shows the memory accesses of the threads during the execution of the application. The horizontal axis represents the time and the vertical one represents the offset in the memory object. Each point corresponds to a single memory access sample, and the color represents the thread accessing the object. By adding a temporal dimension, this view completes the information provided by the one shown in Figure 1. We clearly see that the two different sub-parts of the main_flt_mem object accessed by each thread are accessed in different stages of the application. If for any reason, the upper part of the data is allocated on a different NUMA node that the lower part, then we can use the timing information to migrate the four threads on the node where the upper part is just before starting the second execution stage.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate and show how NumaMMA can help understanding memory access patterns to improve performance. We demonstrate this on applications from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks and on Streamcluster from PARSEC. We used two NUMA machines:

- Intel 32 has 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 processors with 8 cores/16 threads in each (total: 16 cores/32 threads), running at 2.4GHz. The machine is equipped with 2 NUMA nodes connected through QPI and 32GB of RAM. It runs Linux 4.11, glibc version 2.24, and GCC 6.3;
- AMD48 has 4 AMD Opteron 6174 processors with 12 cores in each (total: 48 cores) running at 2.2GHz. The machine is equipped with 8 NUMA nodes (2 nodes per processor) connected through HyperTransport 3.0, and 128GB of RAM. It runs Linux 4.10, glibc version 2.25, and GCC 6.3.

The applications were compiled with the -O3 flag and were not stripped so that NumaMMA can find the list of global variables in the application. The NAS Parallel Benchmarks use the GNU OpenMP shipped with GCC 6.3. Streamcluster was compiled with the -g flag so that NumaMMA can identify the file and line of each memory object using the debugging information.

4.1 NAS Parallel Benchmarks

The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [4] is a suite of HPC kernels. We run the OpenMP implementation of NPB 3.3, class C, on the Intel32 machine.

4.1.1 NumaMMA Overhead. We first run NPB kernels with and without NumaMMA in order to assess the overhead of NumaMMA. The NAS kernels are executed with 32 threads
and we use hwloc [6] and GOMP_CPU_AFFINITY so that consecutive threads are located close to each other in the machine topology. We run the kernels with two different settings:

- **NumaMMA_2k**: sampling rate of 2000. We record a memory sample every 2000 memory accesses, and the alarm system is disabled, that is samples are collected when the application calls an allocation function;
- **NumaMMA_10k**: sampling rate of 10000, and alarm period of 100 milliseconds, that is samples are collected when the application calls an allocation function and every 100 milliseconds. The collection on the alarm is done in every cases, independently of the number of calls to allocation functions.

To evaluate the overhead of NumaMMA on the application run time, we compare the execution time of NAS Parallel Benchmark kernels when run with and without NumaMMA. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 1. The results show that NumaMMA has little effect on three kernels (LU, IS, SP). Two kernels (UA and MG) are more affected by NumaMMA. Nevertheless the overhead is less than 12% in all cases. This remains low compared to other techniques that rely on software mechanisms such as dynamic binary translation to track memory accesses [5, 13, 30] or simulation [10]. This maximum overhead of 12% is not prohibitive as it only affect the debugging phase of the application development.

The overhead has three main causes:

- the overhead of sampling instructions which is influenced by the sampling rate;
- the cost of copying samples which is influenced by the number of collected samples and thus by the sampling rate;
- the overhead of intercepting dynamic allocation calls which is influenced by the number of memory allocations.

The two first causes of overhead are closely related. More samples will be copied if the sampling rate is high. Also, the overhead resulting from these two causes is proportional to the number of memory access instructions performed by the application compared to the total number of instructions. The overhead of intercepting dynamic allocation is not significant in the NPB kernels because there are very few such allocations.

**4.1.2 NumaMMA Accuracy.** Table 2 reports the number of samples that were collected by NumaMMA, as well as the number of samples that correspond to an address on the stack when run with NumaMMA_2k. The results show that NumaMMA_10k collects millions of samples, while NumaMMA_2k captures up to half a million samples. This difference is caused by their respective configuration. In NumaMMA_2k, the CPUs

**Table 1:** Overhead of NumaMMA, depending on sampling frequency, on NPB kernels class C. The overhead is below 12% in all cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>native time(s)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_2k time(s)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_10k time(s)</th>
<th>native ovhd(%)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_2k ovhd(%)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_10k ovhd(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT.C</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG.C</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT.C</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS.C</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU.C</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG.C</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>168.6</td>
<td>169.8</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAC</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Number of samples collected on NPB. NumaMMA_2k gives a “high definition” partial view of the application memory access pattern while NumaMMA_10k gives a “low definition” complete view of the application memory access patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>NumaMMA_2k (nsamples)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_10k (nsamples)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_2k (nstack)</th>
<th>NumaMMA_10k (nstack)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BT.C</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>54.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG.C</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>12.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT.C</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>43.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS.C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>96.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU.C</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>35.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG.C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>35.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>17.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAC</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>30.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Evolution over time of, per thread, memory accesses to the pages of the main_f1t_mem object in NPB CG, class A, 4 threads. Threads access different sub-parts of the object at different stages in time.
capture samples frequently, and the sample buffer quickly becomes full. When this happens, the sampling of memory accesses is stopped. Thus, NumaMMA_2k gives a “high definition” partial view of the application memory access patterns. We could have used a sampling rate of 2000 along with an alarm to have a complete high definition view of the application at the price of an higher overhead. Nevertheless, as shown in the next section, we are able to understand LU patterns and then optimize it using NumaMMA_2k. NumaMMA_10k is configured to capture samples less often, but the alarm every 100 ms empties the sample buffer frequently to reduce the number of lost samples. This gives a “low definition” complete view of the application memory access patterns.

The results reported in Table 2 also show that a part of the collected samples correspond to memory addresses on the stack of the application threads. For these stack accesses, nothing should be done because the default operating system first touch policy ensures local accesses. Kernels making mostly stack accesses, EP and IS, could not benefit from memory optimization while all the others may be optimized.

4.1.3 Analysis And Optimization of LU. Based on the data collected with NumaMMA_2k, NumaMMA identifies that LU threads access mainly three objects:

- cvar which size is 558 MiB and which represents 58% of the samples;
- cexact which size is 520 bytes and which represents 23% of the samples;
- cjac which size is 20 MiB and which represents 10% of the samples.

cexact is a small object with a size smaller than one pages for which NumaMMA reports accesses that are randomly distributed across all the threads. We conclude that little can be done to improve the allocation strategy for this object.

Regarding cvar and cjac, these are composed of many memory pages. We now use NumaMMA graphical representations to observe and try to understand how threads access these two objects. The access patterns of cvar and cjac are reported respectively in Figure 3 and Figure 4. These figures report the access patterns over a short period of time compared to the total execution time of the kernel. Figure 3 represents 0.88% of the total execution time (58 seconds) while Figure 4 represents 0.1%. The reported patterns are repeated over all the iterations of the application and the figures are thus sufficient to understand the memory behavior of the whole. In Figure 3 we clearly see patterns evolving over time while the access behavior is constant in Figure 4. The main characteristic of all the patterns for both objects is the presence of colored horizontal lines. We also notice that the color order of these lines corresponds to the order of thread identifiers and that it is repeated several time. This means that threads are accessing only sub-parts of the cvar and cjac objects in a cyclic fashion. Because the height of the observed cycles are different for the two objects, it suggests that the optimal memory placement policy is different for the two variables:

![Figure 3: Evolution over time of, per thread, memory accesses to the pages of the cvar object in NPB LU, class C, 32 threads. The pattern shown here over half a second is repeated over all the iterations of the kernel.](image)

- for cvar the placement must take into consideration the fact that the memory accesses are uniformly distributed to all threads on blocks of 160 MiB;
- for cjac the placement must take into consideration the fact that the memory accesses are uniformly distributed to all threads on blocks of 5 MiB.

To assess the effect of memory placement in LU, we run the application on Athlon64 and we apply several binding policies for cvar and cjac. Since cvar and cjac are global variables, NUMA allocation functions cannot be used. Thus, we create a library that loads at the application startup and applies binding policies using mbind. In the following, a block distribution of size N MiB means that pages are allocated by blocks of N MiB. The pages of the first N MiB are allocated on the first NUMA node, the ones of the second N MiB on the second node, etc. When the last node has been reached, the block distribution starts again from the first node.

We implemented 4 allocation policies for the cvar and cjac objects:

- **first-touch**: the pages of the two objects are allocated with Linux default first-touch policy;
- **interleaved**: the pages of the two objects are allocated to all the NUMA nodes in an interleaved fashion;
- **block-native**: the pages of the two objects are allocated to all the NUMA nodes using a block distribution which size is the object size divided by the number of NUMA nodes, that is 8 in our case. This policy naively relies on the assumption that the work will be distributed among
threads with the biggest possible blocks, such as in an OpenMP loop with static scheduling;

- **NumaMMA**: the pages of `cvar` and `cjac` are allocated according to the objects access patterns as identified previously. `cvar` pages are allocated with a 20 MiB block distribution such that the 160 MiB blocks are spread over the 8 NUMA nodes. For `cjac` we use a 2 MiB block distribution. Ideally, the 5 MiB blocks would be spread over the 8 NUMA nodes leading to a block size of 0.625 MiB, but due to the use of huge pages, the granularity for data placement is 2 MiB.

The pages of all other objects are allocated according to the **first-touch** policy used by default by the operating system.

The results we obtained on LU are reported in Table 3. The **NumaMMA** enabled policy results in a significant 27% gain while the classic interleaved as well as the naive block distribution slow the kernel down.

**Table 3: Performance improvement on NPB LU.** By allocating `cvar` and `cjac` in the way suggested by NumaMMA, we have a speedup of 27% over Linux default **first-touch** policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>policy</th>
<th>execution time(s)</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>first-touch</strong></td>
<td>102.53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interleaved</td>
<td>106.86</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>block-naive</strong></td>
<td>109.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NumaMMA</strong></td>
<td>81.05</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth mentioning that while NumaMMA is not yet available for AMD architectures, we have been able to use it to optimize the LU kernel on the Am28 machine by profiling it on the Ikari32 machine. This has been made possible because of the way NPB kernels are implemented. In these OpenMP kernels, the loops that process the objects such as `cvar` and `cjac` are evenly distributed over the OpenMP threads. This means that the pattern observed for a particular number threads can be extrapolated to another number of threads.

### 4.2 Streamcluster

Streamcluster is a parallel application from the PARSEC benchmark suite. We run this application on the Ikari32 machine with NumaMMA with a sample rate of 2000 and the alarm mechanism disabled. The total runtime of this profiled execution of the application is 125 seconds. NumaMMA collects 115.7 million samples, including 102.1 million (88%) on the stack and 13.6 millions (12%) on global and dynamically allocated objects and dynamically allocated ones. NumaMMA reports that two objects, both dynamically allocated with ```malloc```, are mainly accessed:

- **block** which size is 98 MiB and representing 66% of the samples on global and dynamically allocated objects;
- **points** which size is 6 MiB and representing 31% of the samples on global and dynamically allocated objects.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the detected access patterns for `block` and `points` as reported by NumaMMA. The `block` variable is accessed randomly by all the threads. The access pattern for
The pattern shown here correspond to the complete execution of the application.

points is different where each thread processes a part of the object. These access patterns suggest that the optimal memory placement policy is different for the two variables:

- the pages block should be allocated using an interleaved policy so that memory access to this variable are spread over all the NUMA nodes to reduce the saturation of the interconnect;
- the pages points should be allocated using a block-naive distribution so that each thread access local memory.

To assess the impact of memory placement on this application, we run Streamcluster on the Amd48 machine with 48 threads using several placement policies. We implement 4 different policies for the block and points objects:

- first-touch: the pages of the two objects are allocated with Linux’s default first-touch policy;
- interleaved: the pages of the two objects are allocated to all the NUMA nodes in an interleaved fashion;
- block-naive: the pages of the two objects are allocated on all the NUMA nodes using a block-naive distribution as in NPB lu in the previous section;
- NumaMMA: the pages of block are allocated using the interleaved policy, and the pages of points are allocated using a 768 KiB block distribution such that the 6 MiB of the object are spread over the 8 NUMA nodes.

The pages of all other objects are allocated according to the first-touch policy used by default by the operating system. We also pin the threads to cores so that consecutive threads are located close to each other in the machine topology.

The results of this evaluation are reported in Table 4. While using a single policy (block or interleaved) for both objects improves the performance, the best performance is obtained when using the most appropriate policy for each object as inferred using NumaMMA. In this case we have a speedup of 28% which is better than the 22% one obtained with the interleaved policy. Again, for the same reasons than for LU described above, we have been able to optimize Streamcluster on the Amd48 machine by profiling it on the Intel32 machine.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented NumaMMA, a new memory profiler allowing to understand the evolution of memory access patterns inside objects allocated by applications. Compared to all existing offline profiling solutions presented in Section 2, NumaMMA is the first open-source software combining efficient trace collection using hardware sampling with the reporting of information at the page level to understand the distribution of memory accesses inside each object of the application. Also, NumaMMA provides original visualization means allowing to see how memory access patterns evolve over time.

The evaluation shows that the overhead caused by NumaMMA is low. The experiments also show that the memory access information collected by NumaMMA can be used for improving the allocation strategy of several applications from the NAS Parallel Benchmark and the Streamcluster benchmark. The optimization consists in allocating the application objects impacting performances, that is the most accessed ones, according to their access patterns as reported by NumaMMA. As a result, the optimized applications perform significantly better than the original ones.

We are already working on several extensions to NumaMMA. First, we want to provide an automatic way of computing the best memory allocation policy for any object. This includes computing automatically the size of the distribution of objects for which a block-distribution should be made. Second, we are planning to use the timing information provided by NumaMMA to implement runtime mechanisms allowing to dynamically adapt memory placement according to the application phases. Because moving pages at runtime is expensive, the number of such dynamic adaptations should be made as low as possible, and thus we must focus on long phases only.
Third, we are also working on the integration of the cost information of memory accesses, that is the latency, into the visual representations provided by NumaMMA. Finally, we started to work on the automatic implementation of the memory policies suggested by NumaMMA such that the programmer does not have to modify its application by hand.
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